Abstract-this work proposes an algorithm of sequential analysis of variants (SAV) to solve the distributional problem of allocation of virtual machines to physical servers in a data center. The set of tests and rules of the SAV algorithm is defined. The experimental results for problems of different dimensions are given. The comparison of the proposed algorithm with heuristic and genetic algorithms is accomplished. The time of finding solution required by the SAV algorithm depending on the dimension of the problem is evaluated. The recommendations for using the SAV algorithm are given. For tasks requiring high precision distribution it is better to use the SAV algorithm as it finds the optimal solution, whereas heuristic and evolutionary algorithms can quickly get an effective solution. The speed of the heuristic and evolutionary algorithms is not significantly dependent on the problem's size, but the quality of their solutions is worse than equivalent solution received with the SAV algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Virtualization of computational resources remains an essential attribute of modern data centers (DC). Maintaining of IT infrastructure in a DC requires significant financial expenses, which makes a problem of efficient resource allocation relevant. A maximal density of virtual machines (VM) allocation among physical servers (PS) allows operational expenses to be reduced and more users to be served with DC's server farm. That is why current paper is dedicated to solve the problem of optimal VMs distribution among physical servers, which is a challenging task.
II. ANALYSIS OF LATTER WORKS
Nowadays, increasing interest can be seen in the area of algorithms, which work according to the most important natural law, namely evolution. One of the well-known algorithms in this area are genetic algorithms, evolutional strategies and programming. These algorithms simulate the principle of evolution (survival of the fittest) [1] .
Such algorithms maintain a population of potential solutions (individuals) through repeated application of some "evolutionary" operators. They yield individuals with successfully improved fitness, and converge, hopefully, to the fittest individuals representing optimal solutions [2] .
In [3] the authors have considered the problem of managing the data center by a cloud service provider. The cloud service provider makes available a variety of services for the customers. Some services may be provided to other users by implementing multi-tenant data centers which represent a very complicated networking environment. Between the cloud service providers there are agreements on providing the services using different data centers. There are also the corresponding access policies to ensure the possibility of providing resources on demand.
The cloud service provider issues the following services: virtual machines, middle-boxes, services, service workflows. A separate virtual machine is allocated to provide a service.
A problem of VMs distribution among physical servers can be solved with classical genetic algorithm (CGA) [4] [5] [6] . Papers [4] [5] [6] show that usage of CGA can improve quality of problem solving and can control course of a solution on each iteration of algorithm. Heuristic algorithms can also be used for allocating VMs. Also, it should be mentioned that there are a few objective functions developed for VM distribution problem, including the energy consumption minimization [7] , minimization of PS amount [8] , network traffic minimization [9] , availability maximization [10] , resource utilization maximization [7] and other.
Additionally, those papers contain proof of relation between efficiency of heuristic algorithms and algorithm structure and parameters of distributed VMs. However, those publications do not propose an algorithm, which obtains optimal solution at VMs allocation problem.
III. GOAL OF THE RESEARCH
The goal of current research is to develop and define feasibility of application of proposed algorithm for sequential analysis of variants (SAV) which is used to solve problem of VMs distribution on physical servers of a DC. 
And matrix R is a solution of the problem and it defines a distribution of set of VMs K over set of physical servers N.
V. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In case where all servers from set N have identical technical characteristics, it can be considered that 1
We can see the transition from resource measurement on servers in absolute units where RAM is measured in megabytes (MB) and CPU frequency in megahertz (MHz), to relative units. Then, needs in resources of VMs from set K are defined as a normalized part of resources capacities of a server.
In the paper the task of clustering is not considered, that is why requirements to resources of each VM from set K cannot exceed capacities of a server
For solving the problem of VMs distribution, all servers from set N must satisfy the following resource constraint: 

In other words, virtual machines should allocate physical server in a way that the minimal amount of physical servers was involved.
Such approach allows to minimize total costs S for maintenance and power supply of DC servers. Objective function can be represented thus:
where s is the cost of maintenance and power supply for one server.
Then problem statement can be represented with next interpretation: physical servers in DC should allocate resources for VM in a way that allows minimum value in expression (5) to be achieved.
VI. ALGORITHM OF SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANTS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF VIRTUAL MACHINES
The algorithm of SAV relates to combinatorial methods of problems solving. The main idea of combinatorial methods is in the use of finiteness of a feasible set and substitution of its complete enumeration with shortened one (directional enumeration). General scheme for sequential analysis of variants is developed by Myhalevich V.S. [11] based on ideas of theory of sequential solutions and dynamic programming. Methods of SAV are based on systematic solutions construction, or in other words: incremental specification of component values of the solution, and elimination of solutions which cannot be considered as a part of the optimal one.
Let us consider a minimization problem:
With constraints in the following representation: A set of all solutions represents a tree where path from root node to top nodes corresponds to partial solutions and path from the node 0
x to the node m x corresponds to complete solutions (see Fig. 1 ).
For the problem when all servers can provide the same amount of resources it is advisable to except mirrored solutions from consideration. For example if there are two identical servers then the number of possible solutions of VMs allocation can be reduced twice because transfer of all VMs from the first server to the second server will not influence the amount of used resources. For servers with identical configuration, the relation between their location and location of others is important, but not an absolute location (see Fig. 2 ). With increasing number of servers with similar configuration the number of mirrored combination significantly grows from ( ! 1) m  for the case of VMs allocation on one server, to ( 1)! mn  for the case of VMs allocation on a different servers.
For algorithm development it is necessary to define a set of rules for selecting solutions which will be improving each on each step. Rules are set in a way of eliminating tests, which define strategy of development of partial solutions. The definition of elimination tests set {} l    is necessary for selection of partial solutions, which cannot be improved either up to acceptable or to optimal solutions [12] . The test 0  allows to exclude unacceptable solutions from consideration. The set of unacceptable solutions contains all solutions for which an amount of allocated VMs on server exceeds the server's capacity. The test 1  is designed to search and find optimal distribution of VMs and exclude only not optimal but acceptable solutions from consideration..
The test 2
 and the use of rule for excluding of mirrored solutions allow to avoid a complete enumeration of acceptable solutions. has impact on results of SAV. In SAV algorithm for distribution problem the set of rules U is defined by the following rules: 1 u , 2 u , 3 u .
The rule 1 u is defined as follows: on each step of algorithm, all partial solutions are developed. These solutions are defined on previous step beside the solutions, which are mirrors of previously considered solutions.
The rule 2 u describes next condition: on each step of the algorithm from all previously received partial solutions, only those are selected, which allow to achieve a minimum of objective function.
The rule 3 u is defined as follows: selection of candidate on each step of the scheme is performed from set 
VII. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES

A. Specifics of experiments
Requests for allocation of the set of VMs in DC are incoming sequentially. Amount of requested resources for each VM is chosen randomly. Dependency of required RAM and CPU is distributed uniformly.
During experimental researches a given amount of sets of VMs was generated. Needs in computational resources such as RAM or CPU for VMs are also generated randomly within bounds of 0,05…0,6 from server's capacity.
B. Results of experiments
Efficiency of SAV algorithm performance was evaluated by the parameter of time required for searching for optimal solution, depending on problem complexity m. Results are shown on Figure 3 . For comparison, figure depicts time of manageable genetic algorithm (MGA) and heuristic algorithms "Т" and "М", proposed in [4] . With further increase of VMs amount, the time for distribution obtained by SAV algorithm grows within exponential dependence, whereas heuristic and genetic algorithms demonstrate linear growth of time.
The huge difference in work time of SAV algorithm and heuristic algorithms is explained by their nature. SAV is combinatorial algorithm when heuristic algorithms are just modification of sort algorithms.
In addition, an analysis of errors during work of algorithms was performed as proposed in [4] . A value of objective function ST, SM, SMGA, obtained as a result of heuristic algorithms work "Т", "М" and manageable genetic algorithm (MGA) respectively was compared to optimal solution provided by SAV. Figure 4 shows error of distribution of VMs plotted along ordinate axis,, which shows how much more servers are used with distribution of VMs obtained by algorithms "Т", "М" and MGA, comparing to optimal allocation. The number of VMs requested to distribution on servers in DC is plotted along abscissa axis. Values of error are averaged from the results of 10 experiments. The SAV algorithm gives slight gain in accuracy even on tasks with low complexity. With the increase in complexity, the error from heuristic and genetic algorithms grows, what indicates a dependence of error on the task complexity.
It should be noticed that for successful appliance of the SAV algorithm, it is necessary to have some amount of servers Researches have allowed to make the following recommendations for choosing an algorithm for VMs distribution on physical servers. For tasks where high accuracy with small amount of VMs is the main priority, it is necessary to use the SAV algorithm because it finds optimal solution. The SAV can also be used in case where time for obtaining the result is not critical.
Heuristic and genetic algorithms make it possible to get a fast solution. Speed of work of such algorithms loosely depends on complexity of a task but the quality of solution is not on the same level as the solution of the SAV algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
The result of researches made in this paper is an algorithm of discrete optimization based on SAV scheme for solving the problem of VMs allocation on physical servers of a data center. During development of algorithm, evaluations of time expenses of SAV algorithm were made, which depend on problem size. Comparative analysis of efficiency of different algorithms was done. It was proved that heuristic algorithms allow to obtain a solution really fast. With the use of such algorithms it is possible to reduce expenses for maintaining servers. The SAV algorithm requires significant time expenses but makes it possible to find the best solutions.
